With his defiant "Why let 'em say it," Cib ber's Richard suggests he is no longer submitting to a narrative he cannot control but rather permitting a narrative he has helped to create-a suggestion that seems at odds with Shakespeare's portrayal of Richard as a cursed villain whose history is both predestined and prophesied by the deformity that buckles his back. Struggling to dictate the meaning of his performance in original soliloquies he inserts throughout the play, Cibber weighs in on one of the most pressing concerns of eighteenth-century literature and one of the most enduring legacies of the Enlightenment: the question of who constitutes a subject-who possesses personhood (and who does not) and how this personhood generates and is generated by people's right to tell their own stories. Read in the context of lines that igure the king explicitly as a performer, such soliloquies ask whether celebrities possess the power to create their self-images, to define the meaning and the limits of their identities instead of being deined by them.
Cibber's play thus has broad implications for a discipline increasingly interested, over the last twenty years, in how the modern subject constructs an identity amid growing technologies of surveillance. Scholars of celebrity studies have tended to read the celebrity as a symbol around which a culture demarcates permissible identities, less a subject than a "something," according to Joseph Roach's coopting of Pope's famous couplet "Something, whose Truth convinc'd at Sight we ind, / hat gives us back the Image of our Mind" (It 44). But Felicity Nussbaum has recently argued that eighteenth-century actresses used their visibility to challenge existing deinitions of feminine "virtue"; the celebrity, according to Nussbaum, becomes not a passive marker but an active maker of identity . Implicit in the opposition between Roach's and Nussbaum's analyses is the question of whether igures whose every move is noted by their public can define or possess themselves.3 In this essay, I examine Cibber's revisions to Shakespeare's Richard III as his attempt to answer this question in the airmative: Cibber's portrayal of Richard argues for the celebrity's status as a subject and demonstrates strategies through which the celebrity might maintain that status. hese strategies enable Cibber to defy the increasingly rigid codiications by which the eighteenth-century body was read and classiied, thus clearing the way for him to deine and describe himself. 4 Key to Cibber's method of maintaining his powers of self-description is the deformed body he assumed as Richard, a role that quickly became a part not only of Cibber's repertoire but also of his public persona.5 he Enlightenment body had become increasingly codiied as modern assumptions about gender, sexuality, and ethnicity took shape. Developments in the sciences of vivisection and autopsy increased interest in the relation between anatomy and identity, and several literary works from the period employ dissection as a metaphor for the investigation of character.6 In recent years, scholars have included disability among the features by which Cibber's contemporaries made such assumptions about character; they have noted the ways in which literature employs the disabled body as a "narrative prosthesis" (to borrow David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder's useful term), a crutch to character description that ofers an immediately legible sign of a character's villainy, weakness, or mortality. Certainly disability serves this purpose for Shakespeare's Richard III, whose efforts to "perform his deformity" and defy the meanings his spectators assign to his body ultimately prove unsuccessful (Mitchell and Snyder 13) . But Cibber's revisions transform Richard's "crook [ed] back" from a legible clue to his character into an uninterpretable "blot" that defies the grammar of the Enlightenment body: "How might thy fame have grac'd our En glish annals!" eulogizes Richard's defeater, Richmond, in the ith act of Cibber's play, "But as thou art, how fair a page thou'st blotted" (371). Richmond's comparison of Richard's deformed body to a blot on a fair page signals the illegibility that Richard's disabilities take on in Cibber's play. At the same time, this comparison suggests that the strategy of disguising by deforming succeeds in printed language as well as in embodied performance; as we shall see, Cibber protects his identity from the spectator's anatomizing gaze not only by deforming his body on the stage but also by misspelling and misusing the words on the pages of his printed self-representations. In a celebrity culture that renders "whatever is upon the Stage," in Cibber's words, "helpless, and expos'd," this strategy allows Cibber to retain the subject's privilege of self-deinition by displaying physical features and printed igures that defy the public's attempt to read them (Apology 137).
My term for this strategy is "overexpression," and it works by exaggerating into illegibility the physical features or the printed words through which the public might attempt to divine a celebrity's character. An overexpressive self-representation seems in many ways excessive, spectacular. It employs costumes, gestures, or words that deliberately draw attention to themselves: misspelled words or ungrammatical sentences, pages blotted with too much ink, or a deformed body that, as James I. Porter puts it, "seems somehow too much a body, too real, too corporeal . . . a body that, so to speak, stands in its own way" (xiii). Overexpression thus protected eighteenth-century celebrities like Cibber, who depended on the scopophilia of his audiences yet felt "helpless" against the identities his spectators might assign him. Like a spotlight so brilliant it is blinding-or like the blotted pages of Richard's annals, so full of ink they cannot be read-the overexpressive self-representation meets the eighteenthcentury spectators' demand to stare while paralyzing their power to interpret. In this essay, I will trace Cibber's identiications with and portrayals of Richard's deformities in order to illustrate their efectiveness as overexpression and to demonstrate the interpretive problems Richard's deformities pose for Cibber's eighteenth-century spectators.
hough I am aware of the negative implications of the word deformity, then, I employ it deliberately-not only because Cibber uses it throughout his play but also because I want to emphasize overexpression as a process of deformation, the deliberate dissolution of the recognizable forms of identity. Scholars of autobiography (a genre roughly coextant with celebrity) describe the autobiographical performance as an attempt to mold unruly subjectivities into established structures or conventional narratives-an attempt that leaves those subjectivities open to their readers' appropriations and regulations.7 he overexpressive performer resists appropriation by exhibiting a deformed body that is undeniable and yet impossible for the spectator to categorize or make conventional. In Cibber's Richard III, then, the disabled body becomes not an obstacle to but rather an entry into the status of subject for the spectacular celebrity struggling for the right to self-description.
"Seizing the Herostratic Crown": The Spectating Subject and the Public Sphere
Cibber makes for an interesting case study of En gland's emergent celebrity culture, for he came of age just as the concepts of celebrity and the subject were assuming their modern forms. hough celebrity once referred to a religious idol, in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries it became a title available, it seemed, to anyone-from low-born actors to scandalous socialites, from criminals to kings. Modern celebrities emerged in these years as igures known not for what they do but for who they are, not for particular accomplishments but for "abnormally interesting" personalities that, while based on private lives, become matters of public concern.8 Cibber might arguably be considered one of the irst modern celebrities, for his early success as a playwright and comedian made his habits as a husband and father frequent fodder for the penny pamphleteers. His later election to the management of Drury Lane heater (in 1709) and his eventual appointment to the post of national poet laureate (in 1730) did little to quell such gossip, and several of the era's most celebrated writers (Alexander Pope and Henry Fielding among them) devoted a surprising number of pages to dissecting Cibber's prose, his poetry, and his onstage appearances for clues to his character.9 Far from resenting such invasions of his privacy, Cibber seemed to embrace them: he parlayed his early onstage roles as a fop into an ofstage persona as a fool, and in 1740 he published the irst secular autobiography in En gland, An Apology for the Life of Colley Cibber, initiating the modern genre of the celebrity tell-all. If Cibber's early successes and shameless self-promotions had angered the Scriblerians-who read his popularity as prophesying the eventual demise of En glish culture-his publication of An Apology infuriated them. In part they objected to his blatant and unabashed misuse of language: noting Cibber's preference for overwrought "prose on stilts" and "poetry fall'n lame," for instance-and no doubt relying on his readers' identiication of the Drury Lane laureate with the deformed king-Pope crowned Cibber "King of the Dunces" in his Dunciad of 1743 (1.190). he Scriblerians also criticized Cibber's vanity in publishing his life story to a society unaccustomed to autobiography and uncomfortable with self-display. Despite the Scriblerians' disapproval, however, An Apology was widely popular and remains an invaluable source not only of morsels of theater history but also of insights into En gland's burgeoning celebrity culture.10 "his Work, I say, shall . . . contain the various Impressions of my Mind," Cibber writes in an early chapter, drawing an implicit comparison between the eighteenthcentury celebrity and the spectacular king when he adds, "as in Louis the Fourteenth his Cabinet you have seen the growing Medals of his Person from Infancy to Old Age" (7).11 his image of the modern celebrity-actor as an echo of the early modern king recurs throughout Cibber's oeuvre and reverberates, too, through the play that he staged again and again between its composition in 1699 and his death in 1757. In Cibber's adaptation, as in Shakespeare's play, Richard seizes the crown through a carefully orchestrated performance. If in Shakespeare's version this and other such spectacles secure Richard's authority, however, in Cibber's play-as in his Apology-the king's performances suggest the "defenceless Station" accorded the object of the public gaze (Apology 1). Shakespeare's Richard III opens, famously, with a soliloquy by the deformed king: "Now is the winter of our discontent / Made glorious summer by this son of York," Richard begins, in lines that evoke the imagery of the divine right of kings at the same time that they introduce Richard's determination to undermine it (1.1.1-2).12 By comparison, the world that greets the audience as the curtain opens on Cibber's play seems stripped and stark. 
Reinforcing the position of spectacle as a position of humiliation, Cibber concretizes King Henry's loss of his status as subject-his demotion to prisoner-by casting him as one who risks being "star'd at." Cibber's attraction to this short exchange (which he lifts, unlike much of the rest of the scene, from Shakespeare's 2 Henry IV) evokes the identiication between celebrity and king that he would make explicit years later in An Apology, empathizing with Charles II as a man whose happiness, "like his person," must remain "a Prisoner to its own Superiority" (19). Cibber's eighteenth-century society seems to have elevated the celebrity to the status of king, then, but at the same time to have rendered this celebrity-king a nonsubject, too dependent on self-display to maintain the power of self-deinition.
The vulnerability of those who make themselves visible was a frequent theme of eighteenth-century musings on selfrepresentation.13 Scott Paul Gordon helpfully summarizes the dangers of visibility for the eighteenth-century performer in an article about Mr. Spectator, the unobserved observer of London society-and the eponymous narrator of Joseph Addison and Richard Steele's popular periodical-who guarantees his place in the public sphere by insisting on his anonymity. "To be seen," Gordon writes, "is to be vulnerable, to be positioned in another's ield of vision and to be enlisted in another's plot" (17). He explains that Mr. Spectator maintains his authority by laboriously insisting on his invisibility: "It is only by emptying himself out, becoming passionless, friendless, and, above all, formless, that Mr. Spectator can subject readers to constant surveillance" and free himself from "dependencies which could compromise his disinterestedness" (12, 13).14 Like his composition of An Apology, Cibber's revisions to Richard III betray a desire to tell his own story rather than be "enlisted in another's plot." But his visibility as a celebrity and his appearances on the stage make it hard for him to achieve the pseudonymous Mr. Spectator's "formless[ness]" (12), whether Cibber is publishing himself in print or parading himself in performance. It does no good to disguise his persona beneath the masks of his characters, for, as Cibber explains in An Apology, eighteenth-century audiences were only too eager to conlate the virtues and faults of a character with those of the actor portraying him (79-80). It was a practice that Cibber purports to have deplored but that his play seems not to discourage, for Cibber emphasizes his similarities to Richard not only in terms of vocation (in his frequent comparisons between the spectacular performer and the deformed king) but also in terms of appearance. hough we cannot know how Cibber performed Richard's deformities, his critics seem to have agreed that the role was an apt choice for the rotund, beady-eyed, squeaky-voiced actor.15 It might seem odd, given his complaints about his "helpless[ness]" against his spectators, that Cibber should choose a role that highlighted the imperfections of his person; but, as we shall see, it is through the excess of these selfrepresentations-through the exaggeration of his imperfections in Richard's deformitiesthat Cibber achieves the illegibility that guarantees his power over his self-representation.
Denied Mr. Spectator's formlessness, Cibber substitutes Richard's deformities, presenting to his audience a body that refuses to adhere to Enlightenment rules dictating how the form of the actor's body will make legible the content of his character. One pamphleteer described Cibber's Richard as so exaggerated he was deafening: "Being invested with the purple Robe" of the king, he writes, Cibber "screamed thro' four Acts with out Dignity or Decency" (Laureat 35). Reviewing Cibber's Apology in a 1740 issue of his periodical, he Champion, Henry Fielding makes explicit the connection between unruly anatomies and nonsensical self-representations when he describes Cibber's autobiography as a "bulky Ofspring" deformed by its sheer inclusiveness: "Nay, several Grammatical Physicians have not scrupled to say that the Child is produced from Mala Stamina," Fielding writes, "and instead of being born with all its Senses, hath indeed no Sense in it" (7).
Fielding portrays the nonsense of Cibber's prose much as Shakespeare portrays the bend in Richard's back: as an unfortunate law that signals his weakness. A curious soliloquy in the third act of Cibber's play, however, suggests we might read such a law as part of a deliberate strategy through which Cibber will manage his visibility. Richard has spent the preceding acts killing a king, seducing and poisoning the king's daughter-in-law, arresting and executing all the noblemen who oppose him, and plotting the murder of the remaining heirs (including his two young nephews) who stand in his way to the throne. After a virtuosic performance of piety that earns him the crown he seeks, Richard takes a moment to ponder the implications of his success. "A Crown!" he exclaims, donning the headpiece for the irst time:
hou bright reward of ever-daring minds; Oh! how thy awful glory ills my soul! Nor can the means that got thee, dim thy luster: For, not men's love, fear pays thee adoration, And fame not more survives from good than evil deeds: h'aspiring youth, that ir'd the Ephesian dome, Outlives, in fame, the pious fool that raised it.
In this soliloquy, absent from Shakespeare's text, Cibber explicitly links his status as celebrity to his character's status as king, portraying both as spectacular (and unscrupulous) seekers of "fame." But he defines a peculiar kind of fame. he Ephesian youth to whom Cibber refers is Herostratus, who lends his name to the term "Herostratic fame," or fame at any cost. Eager to secure his place in the history books, Herostratus burned the domed Temple of Artemis in Ephesus in 356 BCE. The Ephesian authorities tried to thwart his bid for notoriety by executing him and forbidding the pronunciation of his name, though his story was later recorded by the ancient historian heopompus (W. Smith 439). Herostratus thus exemplifies a figure asserting the right to self-deinition, one who strikes out against a history to which he is unknown by performing himself into it.
Like Cibber, Herostratus pursues fame through spectacle, and Cibber, in describing the "awful glory" of the deformed king's crown, evokes the blazing display of a great temple burning to the ground. Herostratus's history, however, is known primarily by what it leaves unseeable and inexpressible: the dome that Herostratus "ir'd" into nonexistence, the name legislated as unspeakable in ancient Ephesus (and let unspoken in Cibber's soliloquy). Through Herostratus Cibber introduces the seeming paradox around which his overexpressions revolve: a figure whose fame is undeniable yet whose history his countrymen are unable to tell. hrough Richard, and his self-performances as Richard, Cibber embodies this paradox, replacing Herostratus's sentence of silence with Richard's determined eforts to deine himself and discarding the desperate and destructive actions through which Herostratus achieves his spectators' attentions in favor of the bent back and halting gait of the deformed king.
"What Bloody Scene?": Deformity as Illegibility in Richard III
If Herostratus's status as subject depends on the destructiveness of his actions and the unspeakability of his name, Richard's status as subject (and the status of the celebrity who portrays him) depends on the illegibility of his deformed body. Here Cibber's version of the play departs markedly from Shakespeare's, in which Richard endures again and again the disgust of onstage spectators who read his deformities as outward markers of his villainy (and whose readings are conirmed in the play's inal act). As Mitchell and Snyder point out, much of the dramatic tension in Shakespeare's text arises from Richard's attempts to "perform his deformity"-to defy with his own skillful language the prophecies proclaimed at his birth and made overt in his crooked back (13). Using the poetic language that he commands throughout the play, Richard struggles for the right to deine himself against the "'scripts' of [his] disability" and against the spectators who ofer their interpretations of a body made all too visible by its irregularities.16 Ultimately, Richard fails, and by act 5 his eloquence has dissolved into mostly monosyllabic confirmations of his body's weakness as he shrieks, "A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!" (5.4.13). Shakespeare's Richard, then, ends the play imprisoned in his body and in his spectators' readings of that body, the victim of his spectacular performances rather than the subject who speaks his own story. While Shakespeare's play portrays Richard's deformities as prophecy-the legible signs of his identity as a man "sealed in [his] nativity / The slave of nature and the son of hell" (1.3.228-29)-Cibber's language reigures them as ciphers that defy the grammar of Enlightenment anatomy. Cibber introduces the inscrutability of Richard's deformities early in the play chiely through the observations of the deposed King Henry, who seems baled by Richard's "Frightful" form (309). It is not, Cibber makes clear, that Henry is a poor reader of bodies; for when a lord comes from the battleield Henry intuits the tenor of his news from the expressions on his face. "[H] is brow's the title page, / hat speaks the nature of a tragic volume," Henry predicts; "Say, friend, how does my queen? my son? / hou tremblest, and the whiteness of thy cheek / Is apter than thy tongue to tell the errand" (307).17 When the body before him is not the able body of the messenger but the deformed body of Richard, however, Henry seems less sure of his interpretations. "What bloody scene," he asks on Richard's entrance in the following scene, "has Roscius now to act?" (312).
Henry's identification of Richard as the Roman actor Roscius conirms the deformed king's status as spectacle and turns Henry from someone others might "star[e] at" into a spectator casting his gaze on Richard. But by posing his reading of Richard as a question rather than stating it as a fact, Henry betrays some anxiety about whether Cibber's Richard will stick to the scripts of disability that dictate how each scene, in Shakespeare's play, will end. Henry's question originates in Shakespeare's 3 Henry VI, when Henry, seeing Richard enter his Tower cell, asks, "What scene of death hath Roscius now to act?" (True Tragedy 5.6.10). Cibber's "bloody scene," so much less determinate than Shakespeare's "scene of death," places new emphasis on the deformed body's illegibility, as does the proximity of the image, in Cibber's play, to Henry's description of the messenger's face as a "tragic volume." In contrast to this description, which implies a narrative already completed and unalterable by the time that Henry encounters the messenger, Henry's question about Richard's body indicates a spectacle not quite contained or containable by the conventions of its form; it evokes the open-endedness of a performance that seems in danger, at any moment, of departing from its script.
Henry's inability to read Richard clears the way for Richard to deine himself-and mirrors the ways that the audience's inability to read Cibber's portrayal of Richard will aid Cibber's self-creation. his move from illegibility to self-deinition is preigured in the scene in which Henry equivocates about how, exactly, to characterize Richard or to predict the form his "bloody scene" will take. Henry's readings of Richard's body grow more conident as the scene progresses and he moves from questions ("wherefore dost thou come? Is't for my life?" [312] ) to conditional descriptions ("If murdering innocents be executing, / [313] ). But here Henry's descriptions of Richard break off midsentence, interrupted by Richard's "I'll hear no more-die, prophet, in thy speech" and punctuated by Henry's murder, as Richard claims the power of self-deinition as his and his alone (313). Having silenced Henry, Richard dismisses the readings of his body that he has "heard [his] mother say" and settles, finally, on its uncategorizable peculiarity: "I am-myself alone" (314). With this line, Richard disables his spectators' attempts to read him against earlier narratives or within predetermined rules about anatomy as a key to character; he redeines himself as one who cannot be compared with-any more than he can be deined by-anyone but himself.
Cibber lits these lines-Henry's reading of Richard and Richard's reply-largely unchanged, from Shakespeare's 3 Henry VI (True Tragedy 5.6.29-84), but by inserting them into the irst act of his Richard III (in place of the famous soliloquy in which Shakespeare's Richard III deines his disability as prophecy) Cibber leaves the significance of Richard's shape more ambiguous. Like Herostratus's countrymen, the characters (and spectators) looking at Richard cannot ignore him; his deformities structure their remarks and position him, from the moment he enters the stage to the moment he exits, at the center of their gazes. Despite the spectacle that his body affords them, however, these onlookers echo Henry's trepidation when it comes to reading the character of the deformed king. As unable to interpret his deformities as they are to ignore them, the spectators must surrender to Richard the privilege to deine himself, alone.
"Richard's Himself Again!": Reforming the Scripts of Disability
In excising so many speeches in which Richard or his onlookers depict his body as prophecy, Cibber may wish to do more than limit Shakespeare's ive acts to two hours' traic. Like Henry's question "What bloody scene has Roscius now to act?" Cibber's excisions reformulate Richard's deformities as questions rather than as prophecies and, in doing so, transfer the power of naming and of narrative from the unseen viewer to the deformed king. Most telling are Cibber's changes to the spectacular scene in act 5 when Richard encounters in a dream the ghosts of those he has murdered and wakes (in Shakespeare's version) having lost all sense of self. Cibber replaces these lines with a brief meditation on determinism ("I am but man, and, Fate, do thou dispose me" [366] ), almost immediately interrupted by the entrance of Catesby, who has come to summon Richard to battle. The ghosts of the dead might rob Shakespeare's Richard of his former articulateness, then, but Cibber's Richard dismisses them, with surprisingly little equivocation, in lines that reaffirm the king's ability to describe himself. "No never be it said / hat Fate itself could awe the soul of Richard," he declares, only twenty-three lines ater waking from his dream. "Hence babbling dreams; you threaten here in vain; / Conscience avaunt, Richard's himself again" (367).
his inal phrase echoes Shakespeare's "I am I" in its relexivity, but Cibber's revision lacks the tautological symmetry that makes Shakespeare's language turn back on itself into an expression of self-alienation. By translating the phrase into the third person, Cibber takes advantage of the idiomatic association of the relexive pronoun himself with an individual's return to his proper subject position ("Himself ").19 Cibber's "Richard 's himself again" thus signiies not the splitting of the self accomplished by Shakespeare's "I am I" but rather a reuniication that permits the self to speak. And what the phrase implies idiomatically it accomplishes grammatically, for by translating Shakespeare's subjective pronoun I into the objective pronoun himself, Cibber composes a sentence in which Richard is both the subject and the object. he sentence makes Richard, in other words, the spectator of the history in which he stars, both the speaking subject and the object being spoken about.
Nonetheless, Cibber's revisions retain some of the tautological echoes of Richard's "I am I," and these echoes make the phrase less self-expressive than overexpressive. Cibber's sentence is structured around an excess of self-reference, for it refers to Richard twice (once as "Richard" and once as "himself"). But this excess gets the spectator no closer to knowing who or what Richard is-in fact, it pushes the spectator further away, by displacing with himself any adjective that might elucidate the deformed king's character.
It is thus itting that in addition to allowing Richard the power to describe his own intentions, his own dreams, his own life, Cibber should allow him the power to describe his own death. his decision, too, marks a signiicant departure from Cibber's source. Shakespeare's play relegates Richard's death to a stage direction that precludes the king from speaking during his inal scene onstage (5.5, preceding line 1).20 he last line we hear from him, which ends the preceding scene, is "A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!"-a line that, as I've discussed, reduces the intricacies of Richard's earlier utterances to a simplistic, repetitive phrase, capable only of naming his lameness. hough Shakespeare allows Richard to bring the play into being through his opening soliloquy, in other words, he affords no such privilege to Richard at the play's conclusion: the end of Richard's life, like the end of the play in which he appears, is performed upon him by the stage directions-and by Richmond's announcement that "the bloody dog is dead" (5.1.2).
Not so the final moments of Richard's life in Cibber's play. he stage directions tell us that Richmond and Richard "Fight" and "Richard falls" (370), but in this play Richard dies with a inal grand farewell that increases the overexpressive spectacle of his departure. "Perdition catch thy arm-the chance is thine," Richard exclaims to Richmond as he receives his death wound:
But oh! the vast renown thou hast acquired In conquering Richard, does alict him more han ev'n his body's parting with its soul. Now let the world no longer be a stage To feed Contention in a ling'ring act; But let one spirit of the irst-born Cain Reign in all bosoms; that each heart may set On bloody actions, the rude scene may end, And darkness be the burier of the dead. [Dies (370) Speaking in the present perfect tense, Richard enjoys the perspective of an omniscient spectator able to see and to shape the story not only of the king's defeat but also of its consequences, the rising fame of his defeater. Perhaps even more poignant is Richard's wish that "the spirit of the irst-born Cain," a character whose marked body resembles Richard's, should come to " [r] eign in all bosoms."21 he line betrays a desire for the inconspicuousness that guarantees the subject's power to deine itself: in a society in which Cain's deformities mark all bosoms, Richard's deformities will no longer seem so ofensive. Instead of contorting his igure to it those of his able-bodied fellows, he forces their figures to conform to his own. As he does so, his spectators become copies of his body, "enlisted in [his] plot." he illegibility Richard imagines here is particularly overexpressive: he will achieve it without minimizing the spectacular proportions of his own body. But it is also typically Cibberian-at least according to the Scribler ians' depiction of Cibber as a celebrity who proclaims rather than conceals his deviations and disabilities and whose mannerisms and malapropisms threaten to deform all of En gland into a kingdom of Dulness. On several occasions Cibber's enemies portray these malapropisms explicitly in terms of physical deformities; one pamphleteer even accuses Cibber of intentionally "ty [ing] up [his] Wit, as a Beggar does his Limbs, to excite our Compassion and our Charity" (Laureat 14-15).22 Before I conclude, I want to return briely to the Scriblerians' complaints to speculate about how my reading of Cibber as the deformed king might shed new light on the better-known image of Cibber as King of the Dunces. he intersections between these roles ofer a way of thinking about Cibber's famous malapropisms not as accidental missteps but as deliberate overexpressions, designed to frustrate his spectators' critiques of his printed works much as Richard's body had frustrated their dissection of his character.
"How Fair a Page Thou'st Blotted!": Performing Overexpression, Deforming the Printed Page
The suggestion that Cibber's stylistic techniques might apply as easily to his printed materials as to his performances may seem surprising-especially if we recall the irst act of Richard III and the sharp distinction that Henry implies between the "tragic volume" of the messenger's face and the "bloody scene" presaged by Richard's irregular body. Henry's association of an able body with the printed page and a deformed body with performance suggests a dichotomy between print and performance that disability scholars reproduce in lamenting Richard's inability to perform his identity against the "scripts of disability" that circumscribe him. Both formulations portray performance as ephemeral and somewhat unruly-a medium that defies form, specializing in stories (like the bloody scene that Richard will enact) whose plots oten do not conform to recognizable patterns and whose endings cannot be predicted. Print, on the other hand, seems in this dichotomy to belong to the depersonalized and disembodied world ruled by igures such as Mr. Spectator: like the tragic volume of the messenger's able body, the printed page-standardized according to rules of spelling and punctuation as well as typeface-bears none of the distinguishing marks that might make one author's book appear diferent from another's, or that might detract from the reader's ability to interpret a story's meaning.23 Assumptions about print suggest one reason that the Scriblerians' complaints about Cibber's malapropisms so oten coincide with their complaints about Cibber's vanity: his refusal to conform to standards of grammar and spelling was a way to draw undue attention to himself. Cibber's greatest crime, according to the Scriblerians, was his attempt to make a spectacle of himself not only on the spectacular stage but also on the supposedly unspectacular and normative printed page.
But the foregoing discussion of overexpression provides a way to understand Cibber's printed misspellings and malapropisms not as vanity but as its opposite: the only means by which a celebrity of his stature could forestall his readers' tendency to interpret every word of his prose as a window into his personality. Cibber illustrates this strategy in the final scene of Richard III, which reimagines Richard's story not as a "tale . . . told" (or performed) by "future ages" but rather as a history recorded on a printed page (350)-and which reimagines this printed page to be a medium as spectacular and unstable as performance. he play does not end with Richard's death speech, for his words are followed by an elegy delivered by his opponent and successor, Richmond. But like Henry's question "What bloody scene . . . ?" Richmond's speech seems less an efort to describe or deine the deformed king's character than a statement of his illegibility: Richmond's elegy mirrors the language that the Scriblerians would later use to condemn Cibber's prose by comparing it to a deformed body; here, Richard's distinctive igure resurfaces to "blot" the pages of En glish history books, rendering them illegible. Richard achieves his illegibility, however, not by leaving holes but rather by creating excesses in his self-presentations-presentations that play upon the excessive visibility of a body that, as Porter notes, "seems too much a body" the way they play upon the excessive ink that blots Richard's name. In prose too improper to be "depersonalized" and too irregular to be read, Cibber avoids disclosing the incriminating details of personal life and personality that his spectators were so eager to discover.
he illegibility of Cibber's printed works and the inscrutability of his exaggerated performances come together not only in Cibber's play but also in his critics' discussions of the play as uninterpretable. "When it came to be acted," complained the anonymous author of he Laureat, in 1740, this same Mender of Shakespear chose the principal Part, viz. the King, for himself; . . . but in the ith Act, he degenerated all at once into Sir Novelty; and when in the Heat of the Battle at Bosworth Field, the King is dismounted, our Comic-Tragedian came on the Stage, really breathless, and in a seeming Panick, screaming out this Line thus-A Harse, a Harse, my Kingdom for a Harse. (Laureat 35) he pamphleteer's complaints center around the way that Cibber's celebrity deforms into illegibility the conventions of the play that he performs. Cibber's recognizable body becomes particularly disruptive "in the fifth Act" when "he degenerated all at once into Sir Novelty," the role of fop that had made Cibber famous when he debuted his distinctive drawl ("a Harse") in Love's Last Shit. he pamphleteer's use of degenerated is especially revealing, for it establishes a similarity be- But degenerate suggests deformity not only in a corporeal but also in a literary sense, a departure from genre-from the means through which narratives sharing similar conventions are categorized, described, and evaluated. By allowing the particular features of his famous body to overshadow the generic conventions of his character-by mixing the mannerisms of the foppish comedian with those of the tragic king-Cibber disables the critical tools of an audience accustomed, according to Lisa Freeman, to judging a character by his type and a play by its genre.25 hough he has summoned all the tools of his trade and all the rules of narrative convention to dissect Cibber's performance, the pamphleteer seems as baled when the archetypal character of Richard III degenerates into the particular body of Colley Cibber as Cibber's Henry VI was when the tragic volume of the able-bodied messenger gave way to the uninterpretable form of Richard III.
Pope expresses a similar frustration throughout the Dunciad, which describes Cibber's poetry as threatening to destroy the En glish language through its excesses: to weigh down with "unintelligible lights" his "poems on public occasions" (727n), to "explain a thing till all men doubt it" (4.251), and to "blot out Order, and extinguish Light" (4.14). In Resemblance and Disgrace, Helen Deutsch hypothesizes that Pope's frequent references to his own deformed body in his work are "a vehicle for self-reflection, selfrepresentation, and self-legitimation"-a bid for authority and originality that is tempered by the rigid regularity of his couplets and his strict adherence to poetic form (2). Cibber, too, employs the deformed body as a declaration of his originality, his irreducibility: "I am myself-alone." But his play, like his poetry, lacks the tempering agents of form and regularity that reassure Pope's readers with the predictability of that poet's meter or that conirm Shakespeare's adherence to the scripts of disability that signify the deformed king's character as surely as they prophesy his doom. Instead, Cibber's rewriting of Richard's body as illegible achieves through the excesses of his self-representations the advantages of self-erasure, the formlessness of Enlightenment authorities like Mr. Spectator.
Today anthologies and syllabi have crowned Pope the king of eighteenth-century poetry and have relegated Cibber to the role of dunce, and it is perhaps futile to argue for Cibber's restoration. Yet Cibber's ghost keeps reappearing in the work of later celebrities: from actors such as David Garrick, who resurrected the deformities of Cibber's Richard III as his own celebrity vehicle, to authors like Laurence Sterne, who alludes oten to Cibber in the irregular pages of his irregular pseudoautobiography, Tristram Shandy.26 Recurring traces of Cibber suggest his indispensability to the history of modern celebrity and point to an alternative account of the origins of modern autobiographical performance-a genre that seems, in Cibber's example, bent much less on forming than on deforming the modern self.
NOTES
I wish to express my gratitude to Jill Campbell, Joseph Roach, Emily Anderson, John Bender, Sarah Novacich, Molly Farrell, and Laura Miles.
1. he discussion of the modern celebrity as a vestige of the early modern king originated with and Braudy but has been eloquently revived by Roach (Cities, and It, and Rojek. hese studies are all indebted to examinations of what Paula Backscheider calls "spectacular politics" by Renaissance scholars, notably Backscheider; Greenblatt (Renaissance Self-Fashioning); Orgel; and Stallybrass and White.
2. The play debuted in December 1699 or January 1700 and was published in 1700 (London Stage); a revised version, which I refer to here, was released in 1718. As Cibber notes, the master of the revels forbade the performance of the irst act in the early performances because he feared that "the Distresses of King Henry the Sixth . . .
]
Julia H. Fawcett would put weak People too much in mind of King James" (Apology 152; see also Preface); the act was reinserted in the published version of 1700 and performed in most subsequent productions. Colley provides a performance history of .
3. This debate is not limited to Nussbaum (Rival Queens) and Roach. Wanko argues that the invention of the celebrity allowed actors to inhabit new "roles of authority," while both Straub and Mole contend that the celebrity's self-display upset cultural assumptions about modesty, particularly regarding gender. Like Roach and Rojek, Marshall dismisses considerations of the celebrity's subjectivity altogether when he describes the cultural icon as a "celebrity sign" constructed by and around the public's interests (xi).
4. Davis has discussed the extent to which "disability, as we know the concept, is really a socially driven relation to the body that became relatively organized in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. his relation is propelled by economic and social factors and can be seen as part of a more general project to control and regulate the body" (3). Scholars have found a similar efort to "control and regulate the body" in debates over gender, sexuality, and disease ongoing throughout the eighteenth century. See, e.g., King; Laquer; Straub; and Wahrman. 5. Koon emphasizes the role's importance to Cibber's career by listing it as his last contracted performance at Drury Lane, on 31 January 1739 (147). As the Biographical Dictionary notes, however, it is diicult to set a date for Cibber's oicial retirement (Highill et al. 3: 227, 232) .
6. Perhaps the most famous examples of this relation between bodily dissections and character analyses are Joseph Addison's twin Spectator essays on the dissection of a beau's head and the dissection of a coquette's heart (nos. 275, 281; . Both essays appeared in January 1712. Celebrity biographies, like Benjamin Victor's Memoirs of the Life of Barton Booth (1733) and Arthur Murphy's biography of David Garrick (1801), oten included the autopsy report of the character being deined. he practice was familiar enough to eighteenth-century readers that Sterne could parody it in the irst volume of Tristram Shandy (1759) by longing for the aid of "Momus's glass"-a literal window into his characters' souls through the portal of their bodies (1.23.65). Roach gives a fascinating account of eighteenth-century reigurations of character development as dissection (Player's Passion 93-115).
7. hough the secular autobiography did not cohere as a genre until the nineteenth century, it emerged from the same interest in private lives that produced the modern celebrity (Nussbaum, Subject 1). Discussions of the autobiography as a conventionalizing of an unruly subjectivity have dominated critiques of the genre over the last twenty years, particularly among feminist critics (Nussbaum; S. Smith; and Phelan) . hese critics rely on Michel Foucault's theories of surveillance or on psychoan a lytic theories of looking, both of which have also informed my work.
8. Abnormally interesting is Roach's term (It 4), though the idea of the celebrity as someone whose fame does not depend exclusively on his accomplishments originates with Boorstin. 9. Fielding, for instance, reads a particularly efusive encomium in An Apology as evidence of Cibber's deviant sexuality (25-26), and Pope denigrates Cibber's paternal abilities when he refers, in he Dunciad, to Cibber's poetry as "progeny . . . better and more christian" than his children (228). In his 20 February 1718 issue of Mist's Weekly Journal, moreover, Charles Johnson inserts into his review of Cibber's play he Non-Juror damaging rumors about Cibber's private habits: ater accusing Cibber of gambling away the play's scant proits, he continues, " [T] he other masters of the playhouse, seeing [Cibber's] daughter very bare in clothes, kindly ofered him a private beneit for her; and I am credibly informed that it amounted to fourscore pounds, which this inhuman father, rather than let his child have necessaries, made away with also" (qtd. in Highill et al. 3: 223) .
10. Koon writes that "the Apology earned [Cibber] ifteen hundred pounds" and that "it went into its second edition within a month" (150).
11. Glover discusses Cibber's imagery of spectacular politics in An Apology.
12. Wheeler, , , and Righter ofer some of the most inluential arguments for how this speech-and Shakespeare's play in general-exempliies what Wheeler calls a "providential" theory of history.
13. Habermas attributes the devaluing of the spectacular politician over the course of the eighteenth century to a "structural transformation of the bourgeois public sphere" that transferred authority from public igures to public opinion. Habermas hypothesizes that the privilege of self-display had once belonged only to "public representatives," like kings and noblemen, who guaranteed their personhood by publicly displaying their persons. But by the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, subjecthood had become, in Michael McKeon's recent reformulation of Habermas, "depersonaliz[ed]" and "disembodi[ed]" (83). To participate in this new public, in other words, the modern subject must eschew the selfdisplay and spectacle associated with the public representative and project instead an aura of depersonalization, disembodiment, and disinterest. Though Habermas's theories have come under much criticism in recent years for assuming a unilateral public and for idealizing the process through which public opinion was reached, these theories do seem an accurate description of how subjecthood and authority were represented in eighteenthcentury arts and letters, if not of how they were achieved and exercised in eighteenth-century society. Downie; King; Pateman; and Warner have provided some of the most inluential criticism of Habermas in this regard.
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The Overexpressive Celebrity and the Deformed King [ PMLA 14. Ketcham describes Mr. Spectator as evoking the image of a visible "comic actor" while maintaining the depersonalization required of an eighteenth-century author: "By contrast to his sense of the visible man," Ketcham writes, "Mr. Spectator himself fades into near invisibility" (11, 12) . In this invisibility Mr. Spectator resembles an eighteenth-century-and bourgeois-version of Walter Benjamin's lâneur, the man of leisure who spends his time observing but never interacting with his surroundings. here is, indeed, some similarity between Cibber's strategies of overexpression and Baudelaire's display of what Jean-Paul Sartre terms his mauvaise foi, an affectation that betrays his unwillingness to commit to a particular identity. While Baudelaire's lânerie emerges from his tendency to internalize the public gaze-and thus to lose sight of his own self-image-Cibber's overexpressions have to do much less with how he sees himself than with his desire to remain unseen (or at least uninterpretable) by his spectators.
15. In 1710 Richard Steele wrote in the Tatler that while one Drury Lane actor had "a singular Talent in representing the Graces of Nature, Cibber [had] the Deformity in the Afectation of them" (no. 182; 488) . In An Apology, Cibber describes his predecessor in the role of Richard: "poor Sandford was not the StageVillain by Choice, but from Necessity; for having a low and crooked Person, such bodily Defects were too strong to be admitted into great, or amiable Characters" (77). he description indicates that Cibber, too, took on the role because of a body unsuited to more "amiable Characters."
16. Sandahl and Auslander use the term "scripts of disability" to describe the disabled person's struggles "to become an active maker of meaning, rather than a passive specimen on display. Manipulating and transforming stereotypes are important tactics, since the available 'scripts' of disability-both in daily life and in representation-are frustratingly limited and deeply entrenched in the cultural imagination" (3).
17. hese lines originate in Shakespeare's 2 Henry IV (1.1.60-61, 67-69), though Cibber adds new meaning to them by juxtaposing the words to Henry's question "What bloody scene has Roscius now to act?" in the next scene.
18. In a useful summary of these lines, Greenblatt reads them as relecting Richard's double-consciousness (Introduction 541).
19. he Oxford En glish Dictionary lists the use of this relexive pronoun as signaling the individual's return to a "normal condition of mind and body," citing Cibber's play as an example.
20. he stage direction reads, "Alarum. Enter Richard and Richmond. hey ight. Richard is slain." 21. Though the first four lines of Richard's death speech are original to Cibber, these last he lifts from the irst scene of Shakespeare's 2 Henry IV (1.1.155-60). Cibber did not compose the words about "the irst-born Cain," then, but his use of them in a diferent context and in reference to a diferent character betrays an interest in the metaphor that seems to go beyond the disabled body that Richard shares with Northumberland, to whom Shakespeare assigns these lines.
22. Koon identiies the author as Fielding, based on the style of the prose, the identity of the publisher, and Fielding's propensity for anonymous protest (151-52). As I have not found this view relected in any other sources, however, I refer to the author simply as an anonymous pamphleteer.
23. This was particularly true in Cibber's lifetime, when the emergence of the dictionary; the growing insistence on standards of spelling, punctuation, and grammar; and the increasingly uniform appearance not only of printed books but also of printed playscripts made the standardization of printed works especially apparent (Eisenstein; Peters) .
24. To degenerate means "to lose, or become deicient in, the qualities proper to the race or kind"; the noun degenerate signiies "one who has lost, or has become deicient in, the qualities considered proper to the race or kind; a degenerate specimen; a person of debased physical or mental condition" ("Degenerate").
25. "Dramatic genres," Freeman writes, "manipulated markers of identity such as gender, class, and nation for representation on the eighteenth-century stage" (1).
26. New discusses these allusions and their possible import in detail.
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